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BOMBER COMMAND CHIEF ON R.A.F. OFFENSIVE

She following is the text of a statement made by Air Marshal A. T. Harris,

C.B., O.B.E., Air officer Commanding, Bomber Command, in a recent screen

interview-.

Note; No other statement beyond the following was made by

Air Marshal Harris.

The Nazis, simple souls as they are, entered this war under the quaint

illusion that they could bomb everybody who stood in their way - and that

nobody could bomb them* That was Goring's boast. At Warsaw, Rotterdam,

London, Coventry, Plymouth and half a hundred other -places they put that naive

theory into practice. They sowed the wind* They will reap the whirlwind*

Lubeck, Rostock, Cologne - they are just the beginning*

In the past Bomber Command was largely employed in bombing on a

comparatively light scale those more immediately urgent targets dictated by

the day to day war situation* A sort of strategical defensive* So much

to do, so little to do it with* Now we pass increasingly to the strategical

offensive*

Do not imagine that we- can yet put out a thousand bombers a night
whenever we please* That time will come* It may not be long delayed* But

it is not yet* We have, however, proved that technically it can be done*

Technically it can, and if necessary will be, far surpassed.

Wo have not as yet in this country the force available to maintain

that effort. But we shall obtain it, and we shall if necessary maintain it

« from our own resources if need he. Let the Nazis take good note of the

Western horizon. There they will see a cloud as yet no bigger than a man's

hand. Behind it lies the whole massive power of the United states of America.

’ ‘When the storm, gathering there and here breaks in its full fury over

Germany they will look back to the days of Lubeck, Rostock, and Cologne as

men lost in the raging typhoon think back to the gentle aephyr of a past
summer.

It may take a year, it may take two, but for the herremvolk the writing
is on the wall* Let them look out for themselves* The cure is in their

own brands* A lot of people, generally those with no qualifications to

speak (if to think), are in the habit of reiterating the silly phrase

"bombing can never win a war' 1
.

Well -wo shall see* It hasn’t been tried yet, and Germany, more

and more desperately clinging to her widespread conquests and still

foolishly enough striving for more, will make a most interesting subject for

the initial experiment, Japan can be used to provide the confirmation*

But don’t expect too much just yet* There is 1 work to do first and

a great deal of it.


